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9 April 15, Puma in Shanghai Hengji celebrity Shopping Center store heavy opening, assembly line running, training, football, sports
and leisure and high-end select and product series, showing a puma fusion of sports and fashion the perfect combination. Opening
day, puma Asia image spokesmen, the hottest idol Luhan coming to help out, personally unveiled by the interpretation of the autumn
and winter image swath, which is Luhan as puma Asia spokesperson after the debut. Through the cooperation with the Luhan, puma
into both fashion and trend of young genes, the interpretation of the puma DNA courage, self-confidence, strong and happy attitude
toward the brand. And located in the center of Nanjing East Road, Shanghai lot, has a PUMA rich product line of stores, opened a
new chapter in the new fashion trend. < br / > the opening day of the event, a popular idol Luhan wearing puma autumn and winter
series and Puma brand general manager Tsai Yong Mr. Philippe Bocquillon, puma Retail Director Xu Yingdong Mr., Henderson real
estate Co., Ltd., vice general manager Chen Zhenwen Mr. together for the new store opening, and in the field of preemptive
announced by Luhan personal interpretation of the 2015 winter clothes blockbuster, the series of large by the famous fashion
photographer Chen Manzhang mirror perfect show this fall and winter puma to the tide of fashion sports series, Luhan, very
personality yet unassuming, filling the giant wind. < p > as the swept Asia popular idol, Luhan site selected when the season Chaopin,
share many simple without losing the styling trend experience, hot puma classic R698 shoes, as the wild shape popular single
product, in Luhan's portrait interpretation of the charm of the release. Through Luhan's mix of experience, vividly show the personality
of the clothing style and this year the most popular shades of gray, build to tide of autumn and winter modeling. < p > the puma
Shanghai Hengji celebrity store presents a series of products of all brands, including sweeping 23000 new running and training
series, popular in hot pursuit of the retro running wind series of shoes to take this opportunity to strong landing, select high-end series
also make persistent efforts to introduce multiple joint signature include: Vashtie, stampd, swash and MCQ etc., with bold design to
pay tribute to the classic, people trend to bring distinctive personality, very attitude motion fashion, highlighting the faster way of life.
store address: No. 300 Nanjing East Road, Henderson celebrity Shopping Center 1 layer
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